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Chinatown board game reddit
I enjoy a lot of games on this submarine. It's 30 or so. I like auction, drafting, trading games that leave a lot of room for skilled maneuvers. Like other things, but that's irrelevant. I've read reviews on Chinatown and some people say that the game takes too much math and that trading becomes more of a crunch number that is easy to understand and so trivial.
In your experience, does this trade anything for anything game work? Is it interesting or is it repetitive? I've been on the property for sale and bohnanza, it's good. Can I add this? Page 2 21 comments I want it. I like the idea and the style of play. But even people who dig (SUSD) left out of their top list of games. Others find it better than Cosmic Encounter,
while some say it's very similar. Some say the Vegas Lords are better. Some say it's not the same at all. I read the rules and I'm excited. I don't know. What do you think? Buy or not? A question gets to this sub every now and then – which of these modern games will be played even after 15-20 years. In my opinion, it is a very short list - Letters from
Whitechapel, Bohnanza, Tiger &amp; Euphrates etc. I have now added Chinatown to this list. My gambling team consists of just me, my wife and my 11 year old daughter. There are not many games that play well in three players, let alone more socially interactive games, such as those that require discount, trading etc. Chinatown is a game I always wanted
to own and play. When checking whether this game would play well on three players, the overall response it seemed to get was a resounding no. I was so impressed with the game that I still bought it. Now I've played it a few times. The game just rocks. There is a general wisdom that trading games as well as your team. Which is true, but that goes for
whether you play this game with three or four or five players. Our team is quite competitive, talkative and convincing. And therefore this game was a super hit. What is impressive is the elegance of the game, the simplicity of the turns and the quality of player interactions. The beauty of the game is that you will never know the exact value of what you're trading
(except for the last turn) for you and your opponent and that creates some very interesting discussions and offers. Our team does not do card counting or min maxing and we keep our store tiles closed. So even in the last round, we somehow still have some closed information that still makes it worth it to trade. This Game is a classic. And that's definitely
underrated for the unique gaming experience that this offers. I would love to see a deluxe collector's edition as I see this getting played for a long time. Page 2Sold by... But it's the goal that's important, not the victory... 3 years ago 45 comments boardgameanalysis.com/the-li ... I've been very interested in Chinatown, but have seen some concern that it's not
super super since the value of trading can be mathed out with some experience, is that what you'll find? Are there alternatives where this is not the case? Page 2 23 comments This week's game is ChinatownBGG Link: ChinatownDesigner: Karsten HartwigPublishers: alea, Ravensburger Spieleverlag GmbH, Competo / Marektoy, Filosofia Éditions,
Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Quined White Goblin Games, Z-Man GamesYear Released: 1999Mechanics: Set Collection, Tile Placement, TradingCategories: City Building, Financial, Number of Negotiations Players: 3 - 5Th play time: 60 minutesOns: The average score is 7.24018 (rated from 62 28 people)Table game ranking: 355, Strategy game ranking:
242, Family game ranking: 57Description by Boardgamegeek:This is a trading game in the truest sense of the word. In it, players take ownership of parts of city blocks, then place tiles, representing businesses, in the block sections. At the end of each turn, each tile you set gives you some kind of payment, but integrated businesses (formed by three to six
connected tiles of the same type) pay much better. All of these resources are treated to players randomly, however, so players have to trade to get matching businesses and adjacent locations. This game is #2 in the long Alea box series. Next week: Rhino HeroThe GOTOW file and schedule can be found here. Vote for the future Games of the Week here.
Page 2 I'm curious if this is true as I never got to play Chinatown because of the OOP situation (until recently). I like to keep a mental checklist of games that supercede larger more well-known titles. Chinatown seems like a much better monopoly kind of economic/trade game (my family ended up exploiting loose trades to make the game more interesting
than boring rules and run-away leader). Is there a better game than Chinatown in this category? Also: Will Root be an upgraded/super assigning risk game or not? For bonus points only.edit/update: Thanks for all the answers, a lot of leads and the question seems to have expanded, but I will buy Chinatown with the view that it will replace Monopoly and be
acceptable boardgame for my family for Christmas this year. Very helpful thanks again. Page 2Posted from1 year ago 42 comments I have over 80 games and when I finally got Chinatown I was excited about it, but I had no idea how good it really would be. The free-for-all aspect of trading the game is incredible. I got the game for Nothing, and I couldn't be
happier. It's everything I've always wanted from a trading game. Page 2 50 comments to admit, I'm a sucker for putting tiles, collecting, and I like the theme of Chinatown. Even with all this, I was skeptical. I thought the random choices of ownership would be very strange and the game would be very easy to mathematically out. Here are some of my thoughts
from my first game: Every turn makes you think. Deciding when to use a site as a trading tool vs setting the area vs vs vs It's huge. Multi player offers make everyone's head spin, but in the best possible way. If you've ever seen Sharktank, it's multiple deals dependent on the other deals. I want Bobby to give me a Dim Sum store, but he needs 2 tea shops
and I need your tea shop to complete the trade. What do you want from me? My place at 16? 60k? One of my tiles at the next attraction? The game didn't stay. I never felt bored or like I wasted a turn. The strategy is quite simple, but the tactic felt dynamic. Dead draws seemed to always make that round more interesting. It was a good mix of area control/tiles
for placement/negotiation. Overall, I was very pleased. I look forward to more projects in the future. I liked it until the hype for my team. And we were only able to play at 3:00. I imagine a higher player count would be even better. How do you feel about Chinatown? Page 2Anast from 1 year ago 15 comments
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